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Finding education in the mountains of Romania
ROMANIA STUDY
ABROAD OPPORTUNITIES
CAMBER HERRIG
PUBLIC RELATIONS

“It was a normal amount of inclass time, but we did a lot of exploring and learning through experiences,” she said.
NW’s

As the spring semester starts, the
process of adjusting back to life in
Iowa also begins for 12 Northwestern students. From Aug. 31 to Dec.
13 of last year, these students took
a study abroad opportunity in Romania, a fall study abroad program
offered annually.
While studying in Romania, students have the chance to live in and
explore a variety of places in Romania. Students stayed in Lupeni for five
weeks with a host family and other
parts of the country in apartments.
A schedule with 16 credits of
classes are taken: sustainable development, Romanian language,
culture and history and experiential education. These courses fulfill NW’s required language and
cross-cultural credits, too. Elissa

Romania

study

abroad

program is an opportunity offering
many new experiences and chances to receive credits. Ashley Van
Egdom, a sophomore, chose to go
to Romania because it fulfilled her
credits, but she also felt the opportunity was one she would never get
again since the cost to do so is the
same as one semester on-campus.
For others, it was a split-second
decision. Sophomore Faith Wolbrink waited to apply until two days
prior to the application deadline.
“In a not cheesy way, I felt like
God was calling me to go there.
The longer I looked at the program and the benefits, the more
it seemed I would be stupid not to

PHOTO SUBMITTED
Elissa O’Dell admires Romania, a country known for its vast landscapes and changing scenery.

sign up,” she said.
For all three women, traveling to

O’Dell, a senior in the group of 12

Romania was too good to pass up.

students, enjoyed the classwork.

These three also had the opportu-

nity to see sights uncommon to the

from Romania, choosing to travel

Spanish Steps, the Pantheon, Roman

Midwest landscape.

to the capitals of Italy, Greece and

architecture and the Acropolis.

O’Dell spent her fall break away

Hungary. While there, she visited the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Women’s retreat empowers women in their faith
KAREN BARKER SPEAKS
ON CONFIDENCE

Rahab. Esther. Abigail. Mary. All
four of these people are prominent
women in the Bible. They were also
the main characters in the message
that dean of arts and humanities,
Karen Barker, shared on this year’s
women’s retreat.
“The women’s retreat is an opportunity for Northwestern women to
come together in an off-campus environment to worship together, hear
some teaching and inspiration, have
meaningful conversations and enjoy
laughter and fun with one another,”
said associate dean of Christian formation, Barb Dewald.
Unlike past years, the women’s
retreat was held at First Reformed

house on a weekend later into January, sometimes in early February.
But that didn’t stop 54 women from
attending, and when others heard
that the speaker was Karen Barker,
they were hooked.
“When I heard that Karen was
going to be the speaker, I knew
that the retreat was something I
needed to attend,” said freshman
Allison Haverdink.
In her first session, Barker addressed the question of who is fearless. She used the examples of Rahab, Esther, Abigail, Mary and the
Sinful Woman to show concrete
stories from the Bible of women
that most may or may not know. As
Barker told each story, she emphasized how every circumstance was
filled with opportunities to be fearful, but then she showed how the
women, despite their circumstances, chose courage.

Church in Orange City and was

“Be afraid, then do it anyway,”

VANESSA STOKES

WRITING AND RHETORIC

the first weekend of the semester.

said Barker.

In prior years, the women’s retreat

Some of the women may have

has been at President Greg Christy’s

had the assumption that the mes-

INSIDE
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Women from Northwestern join together in worship at the women’s Retreat.

sage would be on how to be fearless,
but Barker challenged this concept.
Rather, she said no one is fearless.

“I was pleasantly surprised when
she actually talked about how it’s
ok to be fearful and to rely on God
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to get you through those hard and
scary times,” said Haverdink.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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Rise of Skywalker is the ‘Anti-Last Jedi’
MOVIE REVIEW

END OF AN ERA
RACHEL SMART
THEATER
This article contains spoilers.
“I will finish what you started,” is Kylo Ren’s promise to
Darth Vader’s burned mask in
“The Force Awakens,” the seventh Star Wars film and the beginning of what has now been
deemed “the sequel trilogy”
by fans. In December, Disney,
too, sought to finish what they
started with their new trilogy
set in George Lucas’s galaxy far
far away. Did they succeed? On
a statistical sense—yes and no.
The previous film, “The Last
Jedi,” although incredibly well
received by critics, was a flop
according to fans. “The Rise of
Skywalker” is the exact opposite. Critics bombed the film,
while fans, although not astronomically pleased, were mostly
happy with the finished product. What’s the cause for these
huge discrepancies in reviews?
First the bad. From a critic
standpoint, “Rise of Skywalker” isn’t exactly the epitome of
clean storytelling, and most

of this comes from the switch
between directors in the trilogy. Many details were dropped
from “The Last Jedi” or completely retconned. The spirited
Rose Tico is almost entirely
sidelined, and the reveal of
Rey’s nobody parents is completely stomped on.
The major villain of the
trilogy turns out to be Palpatine, and this sudden reveal
seems to be the most jarring
part of the film. How Palpatine was brought back isn’t
explained very well; the film
just throws us a feeble explanation about a Sith cult and
a lab on Exegol. The reveal is
also hard to swallow based on
the fact that it wasn’t alluded
to at all in the other two films
of the trilogy and clearly a
last-minute decision.
Among fans, disagreements about the film have
ranged from disliking or even
being offended by Rey’s Palpatine heritage, believing characters like Finn and Poe didn’t
get enough love and being disgusted by the kiss shared between Kylo Ren, real name: Ben
Solo, and Rey right before his

death. Speaking of that death,
it’s proved to be the most controversial part of the film from
a fan standpoint. Kylo Ren has
certainly become a beloved
character in Star Wars, and
many fans were extremely upset
at his death—especially those
that shipped Ben and Rey. Yet,
while dealing with the death of
a favorite fictional character is
tough, Ben’s death makes sense,
and really, was the only place to
go with his character.
As Kylo Ren, Ben committed
mass atrocities, and, in order
to earn his redemption arc to
the good side, he had to pay for
what he’d done. Because Ben’s
redemption came late in the
trilogy, there was no time for
him to pay for this the long way
around. The only option was
for him to die.
But enough about death
and bad reviews! “Rise of Skywalker” was largely happily
received by fans, and there’s
a good reason why: despite
some clunky storytelling, Rise
of Skywalker was fun, action-packed and full of nostalgia. Disney wanted to make a
film that appealed to as many

fans as possible, and it shows.
The sudden reveal of Palpatine and his relation to Rey
is acceptable because it’s Star
Wars, and crazy things happen
all the time—also, it’s just kind
of cool. The lightsaber fights
and action sequences are stunning, as are the new worlds.
Babu Frik is really funny, and
ex-stormtrooper Jannah is an
excellent female character.
The callbacks to both the
original trilogy with the arrival of Lando Calrisian as well
as the prequel trilogy with the
voices of past Jedi encouraging
Rey are artfully executed. Carrie Fischer is given a proper and
beautiful send-off in light of the
film’s inability to use any new
footage of her. And, while not
as well-developed as some fans
would like, Poe and Finn both
get incredible moments and do
grow as characters and friends
from the first film.
To sum up the pros: “Rise of
Skywalker” just felt like a Star
Wars film. It felt like coming
home. Star Wars has always
had its flaws, but at the end of
the day, it’s a story about space
magic that makes you feel like a
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kid again, and despite its shortcomings, “Rise of Skywalker”

wholeheartedly achieves this.

Selena Gomez delivers some stand out songs
MUSIC REVIEW

ADD TO YOUR CAR
TRIP PLAYLIST
ALLISON WHEELER
GRAPHIC DESIGN
It’s been four-and-a-half years
since Selena Gomez released an
album. On Jan. 10 she debuted
what she’s been working on with
an album titled “Rare.”
Overall, I enjoyed listening to
the songs on this album. Gomez
was able to showcase her vocal
talents as well as her song-writing skills. The songs featured
definitely have a similar style to
previous songs Gomez has released. There were some songs
that blended into the background, but there were also six
songs that caught my attention.
My favorite songs on the album were the ones that took me
by surprise. They caught my attention right away and kept my
attention. Most of these songs
were upbeat songs on the album,
because I love a song that can get
my head bopping and makes me
want to dance and sing along.
The title song of the album,
“Rare,” was one of my favorites.
It has some strong beats and
moments of syncopation. The

rhyming of a few lyrics were nicely done, and the speeding up and
slowing down of the delivery of
the lyrics was a cool effect as well. I
can definitely see myself jamming
to this song while in the car.
I had already heard “Lose You
to Love Me” before the album was
released, and it’s a song that makes
me feel the emotion. The lyrics are
well-written even though they
are a bit repetitive. However, the
repetitiveness makes it easier to
learn the lyrics and sing along. It’s
one of the slower songs on the album, but it’s also a powerful one. I
enjoyed the piano used throughout it as well as the choral style
that comes in part-way through.
Another song that I really
enjoyed listening to was “Ring.”
Right away I knew this song
would stand out among the rest
when it started with the guitar.
There some snaps and percussion
incorporated that give it a Latin
flavor. This song reminded me of
the song “Cell Block Tango” from
the musical Chicago. I also got a
hint of Amy Winehouse.
There is an abrupt ending that
took me off guard, but I liked it.
I didn’t want the song to end because I was grooving to it.

“Let Me Get Me” is a creepy
song that had me interested right
away. It took me back to some
older Selena songs like the “Wizards of Waverly Place” theme song
and “Love You Like a Love Song.”
I also heard some similarities to
Shakira’s “She Wolf.”
The song “Fun” fits its title because it’s upbeat and has a catchy
tempo that makes me want to bop
my head and dance. It’s the kind
of song that would work well in a
teenage romantic comedy movie.
Throughout the song there is a
delayed lyric drop that kept me
intrigued and it fit so well. There is
also a nice transition from a poppy beat to a smooth beat and then
back to the original beat.
“Cut You Off” is not your typical break up song, and I really
enjoyed listening to it because of
that. It has some nice, catchy runs
throughout it and those runs are
supported by a strong, solid beat.
There is a part in the song that reminds me of Taylor Swift’s “ME!”
which is cool because Gomez and
Swift are friends. This song showcases Gomez’s savage side.
I was impressed by this album
as a whole, but some of the songs
were a bit underwhelming. Go-
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mez has a style that she knows
works for her, but I would like
to be a little more surprised and

caught off guard by her at times.
There are some standout songs on
this album, and I’m happy that I

have some new songs to add to
my jamming playlist.
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I-Club provides avenue to cultural diversity
COMMUNITY
THROUGH DIVERSITY
JADEYN VELTKAMP
PUBLIC RELATIONS
The International Club will
host Cultural Avenue in the
Rowenhorst Student Center on
Feb. 1 beginning at 5 p.m. Come
enjoy ethnically diverse food, activities and performances put on
by Northwestern students.
To get into the event, college
students need $2 in addition to
using a meal swipe. The cost for
the public to attend is $15 for
adults and $5 for those ages 4 to
15. Children ages 3 and under
may attend for free.
This year’s take on the annual
event will embody a street market
atmosphere, hence the name Cultural Avenue. The club hopes that
this new setup will create more
interaction between event participants and those in attendance.
Conversations among cultures
are not only permitted but heavily
encouraged.
The doors will open at 5 p.m.
but based on the tendency for
long lines at past cultural fairs,
guests are advised to arrive early if

they want to try each kind of food.
Once inside, the night will kick
off with food originating from
seven different areas of the world
including Korea, Latin America,
South Africa and the Netherlands. Dishes will be arranged in
a semi-circle so that people can go
to whichever dishes they would
like to try.
“We’re hoping a lot of interaction will begin then because people will be like ‘What is this dish?’”
said Tori Buckler, vice president of
I-Club and co-head of the event’s
food committee.
Buckler envisions that interactions will progress to “hopefully
creating more conversation of
‘What is culture like for you?’ because we all have different cultures
whether you’re from the states or
are an international student.”
Following the food, there will
be various activities for guests to
take part in like an origami table
hosted by Japanese students and a
henna table with roots from Indian and Arabic cultures. There are
also 11 performances to be viewed
such as the 2019 NCDC winning
group “Technical Difficulties” and
a fashion show displaying unique
apparel from different cultures.

“We hope that the cultural fair
will be a time and a space where
people can slow down from the
craziness of life and just get to
know each other, about their cultures and about who they are and
what makes them who they are.
That’s the real, true essence of cultural fair,” Buckler said.
Since the cultural fair is the
largest event that I-Club and the
intercultural office put on every
year, an estimated 30 to 50 students will be helping to make the
event run smoothly. The club tries
to include not only international
students but also people who are
able to contribute their time and
talents to the event.
Given the magnitude and multifaceted nature of Cultural Avenue, the planning of the event has
been underway since November
of last year.
“The earlier the better. That
way we can order everything and
make sure we have enough variety,” Buckler explained.
I-Club is a place for students
who seek to unify international
and American students through
a faith-based environment. They
try to create spaces for people to
learn about different cultures and

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Cultural Avenue will take place in the RSC on Feb. 1

what those cultures can teach
them. The club was founded in
1975 and has been putting on the
cultural fair for most of its history.
In addition to Cultural Avenue,
I-Club and the intercultural office
will also be hosting a music and

arts festival titled Beloved along
with Holi, a traditional Nepalese
and Indian holiday celebrated
by throwing colored powder at
friends and family.
Buckler added that the club
focuses on “diving into questions like: what is diversity?

What does that look like? How
do we approach it? And how do
we love each other in the midst
of diversity?”
Cultural Avenue will conclude after the last performance
around 7 p.m.

Dino-Light set to brighten your night
DANCE AND LIGHT
SHOW TO SEE
SCHUYLER STERK
ENGLISH TEACHING
Next Wednesday, Jan. 29 at
6:30 p.m. in the Unity Christian
Knight Center, Orange City
Arts is presenting Dino-Light,
a brand new, bright and unique
theater experience.
Dino-Light is a show put
on by the Lightwire Theatre
company, and it is a special
theater experience because it
takes place in pitch darkness
and uses puppets of light to
tell a fairytale story. These
puppets are made of brightly
colored lights that come from
old Broadway productions.
Using this recycled theater
equipment, Lightwire made
beautiful costumes out of
neon lights that gives the audience a creative new way to
see a show. These costumes
end up becoming life-sized
puppets of light.
Dino-Light is primarily
a dance and movement-style
theater production with original songs and an original
fairytale that work together to
create beautiful pictures with
dance and light. As the rest of
the theater is dark, the puppets have a glowing effect to
them. Of Lightwire’s various
productions, it is one of their

first and is their most famous.
The story itself focuses
on a scientist with magical
powers and the young dinosaur he brings to life. Later,
the scientist and young dinosaur get separated from
each other when the dinosaur
wanders away from home and
finds himself in a wonderful
world full of creatures that
light up the darkness and help
him find the meaning of love.
The young dinosaur even
encounters another larger dinosaur along his journey, but
the two dinosaurs do not get
along. This leads to a dramatic fight scene where they
fight each other with swords
of light.
The audience can watch to
see what the young dinosaur
learns along his adventure,
and can wait in anticipation
to see whether or not the dinosaur and his scientist are
reunited in the end.
To accompany this heartwarming new fairytale is an
original soundtrack filled
with great new songs.
Lightwire Theatre is
originally from New York City
and the exciting assortment of
Broadway theaters. This proximity to the world of theater
assisted them in their creation
of this unique experience by
giving them access to recycled
equipment from Broadway to
create their shows. In addition

PHOTO COURTESY OF UNSPLASH

to the lights used to create
the amazing costumes, Lightwire also uses batteries from
Broadway shows. In professional theaters, batteries are
only used once to ensure microphones are always working
properly, so using these batteries for their shows is another way Lightwire can lessen
the amount of waste created
by theater productions.
Originally known as Darwin the Dinosaur, Dino-Light

is the first feature-length
production by the Lightwire
creators and is the recipient
of the prestigious Jim Henson Foundation Grant. The
creative new theater form
has also been praised by audiences all over the world for
its cutting-edge blend of puppetry, technology and dance.
Orange City Arts wanted
to bring this new theater company here all the way from
their home in New Orleans so

they could offer a new experience for the families and kids
of the Orange City and Sioux
County area.
“When we saw the promo
video and saw two dinosaurs
fighting each other with light
sabers, we thought ‘Well we
haven’t seen that before, let’s
bring it here,’” said a representative from Orange City Arts.
Tickets for the hour-anda-half Dino-Light show can
be found online at orangeci-

tyarts.net and are discounted
for students at only $12. The
Orange City Arts website also
has more details about Lightwire Theatre and the Dino
Light show, so if you’re interested in this beautiful new
theater production, check out
the website, watch the preview video and come see this
glow-in-the-dark adventure
for all ages!
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Happy 150th birthday Northwestern

NORTHWESTERN’S
FOUNDING
BEN HENKER

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Northwestern has seen a multitude of events during its time of
150 years. From two world wars to
multiple assassinations of U.S. presidents. From harvests of plenty to
no harvests at all. Through the good
and the bad, NW has seen it all.
In 1870, led by Henry Hospers,
Dutch colonists from Pella, Iowa,
founded the town of Orange City.
The colonists were looking for
cheaper and better land to live off of.
It has been said that when a Dutchman in the 19th century moves to a
new region, there are two questions
that are likely on his mind: “Is there
a school for the children?” and, “Is
there a church for my family?”
So it can be said that the second
building to be erected in OC was
a schoolhouse that doubled as a
church on Sundays until the settlers
were able to afford a formal place to
worship. The school, though, was
not capable of learning because of
inadequate and outdated curriculum; it was also hard to focus in the
winter months. It was then that the
city set aside 1/5 of its proceeds to
help establish a school of higher education. During this time, the settlers had in mind a design primarily
for preparing the young people for
college. Soon, the settlers reached
out to the Reverend Seine Bolks to
keep hopes alive for a school. The
Reverend had rendered valuable
assistance in establishing an acad-

PHOTO COURTESY OF NW MARCOMM
Northwestern College, throughout its 150 years, has grown from Dutch colonists to impacting students across the globe.

emy in Holland, Michigan in 1851
and added a college program there
in 1866.
In 1875, through Bolks’ efforts,
there was serious consideration
given for a plan which involved
purchasing a section of 640 acres
of Sioux County farmland and using the land to establish a school.
Unfortunately, during that year,
there was an invasion of millions of
grasshoppers that destroyed about
2/3 of the crops that year, causing
the proposal for a new school to
drop. Poor harvests would continue,
while combinations of intermittent
floods, hailstorms and droughts
made the dream of an academic

building dwindle. In 1878, Bolks
retired from ministering at First
Reformed Church because of poor
health, but he continued to show an
interest in the founding of an academy with the help of his successor,
the Reverend Ale Buursma.
With the addition of the Reverend Ale Buursma and better harvests in the early 1880s, the hopes
and dreams of a school became a
reality. On July 19, 1882, several
local clergymen and businessmen
met to finalize plans for a school
which grew to be known as Northwestern Classical Academy. The
goal for the establishment of an institution was “learning for the pro-

motion of science and literature in
harmony with, and religion as expressed in, the Doctrinal Standards
of the Reformed Church in America; and to exercise such other and
incidental powers as are granted to
corporations for educational and
religious purposes.”
The initial plan for the Academy
was to build it between Orange City
and Alton. This was proposed in order to save on the cost of land and
to equally benefit the inhabitants
of Orange City and any interested
persons who lived in the east and
northeast of town. The plans for the
location of the Academy changed
when Hospers donated a town block

of 16 lots, which is where it stands
to this day.
The very first class day for NWCA
was on Sept. 23, 1889. Since then,
NW has grown to hold over 1,200
students with options in 46 majors,
and its campus has expanded to over
15 buildings. Students walk across
the modern-day NW campus green
without realizing how much the college has grown in the past 150 years.
As NW has been through a lot of
changes, from being an Academy
to a Junior college to a four-year
college, it continues to change and
adapt to educational needs in hopes
of continuing to be a place where
students can call home.

Finding education in the mountains of Romania
FROM PAGE 1

One of Van Edgom’s favorite experiences was
touring old castles.
“A friend and I were exploring this castle
together, and we found a narrow walkway that
lead to a tower. We were interested and made
our way across the crumbling wall. We relaxed
in the tower and enjoyed the view before deciding to go back and look at more of the castle,”
she said.
For Wolbrink and junior Alison Painter, they
enjoyed hiking and camping through the Retezat Mountains, one of the highest mountain
ranges in the country.
Painter said, “I remember climbing up the side
of a mountain to find this cave that we were going
to sleep in overnight. I never thought I would be
in the mountains in Romania sleeping in a cave
with some of the greatest people around.”
Van Edgom appreciates the new perspective
Romania has given her.
She said, “I honestly didn’t know how privileged Americans were until I left that comfortable little bubble created in my home. However,
that doesn’t mean that the people in Romania
are any less happy than Americans.”
O’Dell agreed, “It’s important to look at your
home and your situation with an outsider’s view.
There’s not only one side of the story. A lot of times
there is a lot that we can’t see inside of our own

PHOTO SUBMITTED
The Romania Study Abroad semester offers many new experiences for students looking to travel and learn about different cultures.

context. Looking at your home and your country
from a different perspective is really valuable.”
“What are you waiting for?” asked Painter to

those considering studying abroad.
Wolbrink said, “If you feel like God is calling
you to go, GO!”

For those interested in a new experience, the
application deadline for the Fall 2020 Romania
semester is Feb. 10.
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Guiding college students toward Christ
JULIE ELLIOTT’S
CAREER AT NW
CAMBER HERRIG
PUBLIC RELATIONS

As an Orange City native,
vice president for student life
Julie Elliott never saw herself
coming back to her hometown,
one that seemingly lacked professional careers. However, she
was proven wrong.
Before coming to Northwestern, Elliott felt the call to
impact young college students
since she, like many Christians, struggled with her faith
during her teenage years.
She said, “I struggled a lot
with how I fit in the church,
am I really a Christian?”
At the age of 19, she became a single parent. She recalls this transformative time
in her life and how being a
parent at such a young age required her to mature quickly.
When her daughter was just
three months old, Elliott began attending NW.
“I had professors take me
under their wing, mentor me,
encourage me, and transform
my life. That’s when I sensed
a call. These years of college
are so pivotal for defining
who you’re going to be for the
rest of your life, and I wanted

to be a part of that.”
Shortly after graduating
from NW, Elliott moved with
her family to North Carolina to
attend Duke University, soon
earning her Master’s in Christian ethics. After five years in
North Carolina, she accepted
a position at Eastern University in Philadelphia. Ten years
later, God called Elliott back to
Orange City to serve as the vice
president of student life at NW.
Elliott explains her job in a
very simple way: “To ensure
students have a great experience outside of the classroom.”
Elliott oversees the Compass Center for Career and
Calling, Residence Life, the
Health and Wellness Center,
student activities, intercultural development, campus
security and food services.
A typical day for Elliott
starts by getting her two
youngest children ready for
school, dropping them off
and arriving at her office on
the second floor of Ramaker. She spends an hour responding to emails, and then
spends the majority of her
day in various meetings with
staff, the cabinet, students,
discipline cases and Title IX.
Her faith plays an important part in her career.
She said, “It’s impossible for

me to think of my job apart
from [my faith]. I really believe in the mission of Northwestern College. My call in life
is to help prepare students for
flourishing and faithful lives in
service to Christ.”
Elliott has also developed
a well-received program
here: Ngage.
She said, “Northwestern is
very strong academically, but
I thought ‘where can we talk
about ideas outside of the
classroom, more life issues?’”
Thus, Elliott developed
Ngage, a program that
prompts community growth
in debated topics. Ngage
takes place monthly on Tuesday evenings at 8 p.m.. Anticipated topics for this semester are the death penalty,
abortion and mental health.
Elliott is also acting as the
advisor for the Women in
Leadership club. She enjoys
her time as the advisor, making personal relationships
with the members and helping
them prepare for a workplace
that may have resistance toward female leadership.
Elliott has also impacted
students.
Junior Sarah Gelberg said,
“Julie Elliott has taught me that
just because things are the way
they are doesn’t mean that’s the

Caylan DeLucia, felt even with
the students’ own role models
in today’s media, confidence
on campus was lacking.
“Together, we noted how
anxious the women on campus seem to be. I wanted to try
to encourage women to own
their strength,” said Barker.
Intertwined with times of
worship and fellowship, it was
an opportunity for the women
on campus to feel free to be
themselves. The worship was
vibrant with voices singing out
unabashedly. The free time was
filled with laughter from games
and good conversations.
“As students of North-

western, we are blessed and
spoiled more than I can explain with the beautiful,
faithful, passionate Christ
followers that we have here in
our community,” said junior
Grace Spencer.
Barker hopes the women she was able to impact
through the retreat will spread
the message throughout campus that no one is fearless, nor
do they need to be.
To any women on campus
who were not able to attend,
Barker extends these words:
“The only way to be confident and at rest in yourself is
to abide.”

Women’s Retreat
FROM PAGE 1

Senior Maren Taylor had
similar feelings.
She said, “Karen said no one
is fearless and honestly that felt
like a weight off my shoulders.”
In her second session,
Barker asked the women to
dive into what their cultural
context is and how that shapes
their own faith. If they are
seeing powerful women figures in their media content,
then they are going to feel
more empowered. But Barker
and other prominent women
on campus, including Barb
Dewald, Lindsay Hubbell and

PHOTO BY RILEY RASMUSSEN
Karen Barker, dean of arts and humanities, speaking at the women’s retreat and reminding
the female students to abide and find confidence in God.

PHOTO BY ALYSSA GLANZ
As vice president of student life at NW, Elliott has many opportunities to impact students’ lives
through on-campus programs.

way they have to be. She has
taught me that being a woman
in leadership is a true gift and
one that may become difficult
at times, but is all for God’s glory. She has become a spitting
image of what the joy of the

Lord looks like.”
One of Elliott’s treasured
times as a leader at the college
is her time with students.
She said, “There is a richness
and a vibrancy to our student
life program. When I get to

know our students and see all
the potential they hold, it really makes me hopeful for the
future. It’s a unique privilege to
be able to feel like your work is
meaningful and is in line with
how God created you.”
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The decline of Christianity in America

with Joshua Richard Dahl

Ben Henker

Elementary Ed

T

“Why are you so sexy?”
- Crushing in Coly
Ummm I think you’re thinking
of the wrong Dahl...
“What is the airspeed velocity
of an unladen swallow”
Flightless from Fern
What do you mean? An
African or European Swallow?
“What is your favorite form of
potato? Why”
-Curious in the Caf
By far, Barefoot Contessa’s grarlic roasted potatoes sprinkled
with freshly shredded parmesan
cheese. Why? Just give it a try
sometime, you’ll understand.
“Is watching anime a sin?’
-Bingeing in Bultman
I, personally, have never really
gotten into it. Unless the Last
Airbender series sort of counts?
If so, I’ve seen those five times
through. I do know several
people who are big fans and
they seem to be doing just fine
spiritually to me. But who am I
to judge?
“Who ya gonna call?”
Haunted in Hospers
As Siri would say, “Ghostbusters! (Or whomever you
ask me to call.) She’s always so
willing to help out, isn’t she?

he religious landscape of the
United States has continued to
change throughout the years. Christianity
has always been the most populous
religion in the United States, with a total
of 81.6% in 2001 and at 65% in 2019,
according to Wikipedia. What I want to
talk about is how we should be concerned
about how the trend of Christianity is
turning out in America (all information
will be coming from Pew Research
Center, which is a nonpartisan fact tank
that informs the public about the issues,
attitudes and trends shaping the world).
We are living in a country that is
starting to see Christianity fade away from
everyday life. I remember growing up and
hearing that there were schools taking
out or changing the National Anthem
because it had “God” in it. In 2018 and

2019, Pew conducted a telephone survey.
They found that 65% of American adults
describe themselves as Christians, which
is down 12% over the past decade.
Meanwhile, the population that
identifies themselves as atheist, agnostic
or “nothing in particular” is now at
26%, up from 17% in 2009. Of course,
the decrease of the number of people
that identify as Christians would mean
that the attendance of U.S. churches is
declining as well.
At this moment, 54% of adults stated
they go to church a few times in a year
or less and 45% of adults go monthly
or more. This is just adults, how does
this have anything to do with college
students? Let us take a look at it then.
Pew collected percentage changes
from 2009 to 2018/2019 in the share of
who identifies as what based on sex, age,
race, education, location in the US and
what political views you believe in. Just a
few highlights based on the information
they found: for men, 12% have left the
Christian faith, while 10% now identify
as unaffiliated. For women, 11% have
left while 10% identify as unaffiliated.
16% of millennials have left while 13%
say they are unaffiliated. For Gen Z,
1/3 have no religion. These are shocking

statistics and this is just happening
under our noses.
What are we to do as a church?
How are we able to stop this decline of
believers? I believe that we need to stop
focusing on third world countries and
focus more on our own.
If we are to make disciples and teach
people the word of the Lord, we need
to do it right in our backyards instead
of packing our suitcases and hopping
on a plane to a different country. If we
are going on these mission trips out of
the state, are we really doing it to help
others in that country or are we doing it
so that we can say we went there and we
can cross off the bucket list?
We need to focus on missions
in the states where there are people
starving and are struggling to make
it each day. There are people that are
sleeping each day on the streets hoping
that it wouldn’t snow or rain that
night. People leave the church because
they feel like they are not welcome in a
place that is supposed to be welcoming
to all that enter.
As a church, we need to look inward
and see how Christianity is dying in
the United States instead of reforming
some tribes in third world countries.

How to have better political discourse

Noah Karmann

T

Political Science

he impeachment of Donald
Trump is taking place in
the Senate. This partisan spectacle
is pitting one staunch side against
another. Republican and Democratic
senators are slinging mud and
screaming at each other, as each side
tries to win the impeachment hearing.
This level of complete lack of civil
discourse is not just a problem in D.C.
It is actively being reproduced across
the country as families, neighbors and
co-workers discuss politics.
Why are Americans constantly
fighting about politics? Simply put,
when politics is discussed, the stakes
are high, and feelings often get
hurt. Rarely do discussions about
politics lead to understanding or the
finding of common ground. This
is understandable, since we all are
unique and believe vastly different
things about the world around us. We
all know this, yet many of us constantly
find ourselves in yelling matches with

$

family, friends or coworkers.
Our disagreements about politics
are fracturing our relationships. We are
dividing ourselves over social policy,
partisan loyalties and ideological battles.
Our ability to have relationships with
others are inhibited, because we cannot
stand someone who doesn’t believe the
same as us. We are losing the ability to live
in community with those that disagree
with us. Increasingly, we are looking just
as divided as the senate is in D.C.
But why is this happening? Studies
show that the trends of ever-increasing
polarization, attachment to social media
and the susceptibility to fake news are
increasing our incivility.
All of that appears to be true, but is it
really why we are so uncivil while talking
politics? Let me rephrase that. Is that
really why many of us lack the ability to
treat our neighbors with the dignity and
respect they deserve? That’s what this all
boils down to.
We don’t actually care about how
our words and actions affect others.
We are more preoccupied with being
right or regurgitating arguments from
pundits who get paid to divide us than
actually listening to what our neighbor
down the hall has to say. Why let
partisan loyalties hinder your ability
to create relationships inside of your
dorm, workplace or neighborhood?
If you’re tired about the uncivil
nature of our political discourse, there
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are several steps that you can take
to buck the trend. When discussing
politics (or anything for that matter)
with a friend, both parties must have
mutual respect for each other, an open
mind and an acknowledgement that at
some level you both could be wrong
about what you believe.
These aren’t groundbreaking adages
of truth. They’re the common-sense
rules of civility. Yet, it is challenging
to consistently follow these simple
rules. I get it. Politics encompasses
everything that we believe about the
world: what liberties we should have,
how much of our paychecks should
get sucked into the insatiable belly of
the government and who gets a seat at
the table of power. We disagree heavily
on all of these issues. There is nothing
wrong with disagreement, but there is
something wrong with incivility.
Let us recognize that we could be
very wrong about any belief we hold.
There is no right answer to politics.
We’re all just trying to figure out how
to live together in a messy, complex
and diverse world. If there were right
answers, we would have found them by
now. So, let’s discuss politics knowing
that we don’t have them, and instead
try to understand why our neighbors
believe the things that they do. Who
knows, you might learn something new
or—even more scandalously—change
your mind.

Editor’s Note
The opinions published both in print and online
are the opinions of the authors only. Beacon
staff members do not necessarily support the
opinions expressed in this section. Research and
editing (other than formatting) of articles is the
responsibility of the authors rather than the editors.
Respectfully,
the Beacon staff
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Dance team performs in Des Moines

ELEVEN MEMBERS OF
RAIDER DANCE TEAM
PERFORM IN DECEMBER
KILEY MEEDER

ENGLISH TEACHING

On Friday, Dec. 6, 2019,
Northwestern’s Red Raider
Dance Team competed at
the Iowa State Dance &
Drill Team Association’s
competition in Des Moines,
Iowa. Eleven
dancers
from NW represented the
college at Wells Fargo Arena.
The two-minute routine was
the culmination of four
months of regular dance
team practice. In the NAIA
jazz category, NW dance
placed sixth of seven teams.
With a final total of 250.5
points, the team placed
ahead of Clarke University
with 246 points. St. Ambrose
University lead NAIA jazz
with 266.5 points.

NW
dancers
also
competed in the NAIA hip
hop category, placing fifth
out of six competing teams.
With 247.5 points, NW beat
out William Penn University
with 242 points. Again, St.
Ambrose University lead
the competition with 270
points to win.
“My favorite part of
competitions is that we get
to see our hard work out
there on the floor,” said
senior Sarah Coppock.
“I love to give a good
performance with my
teammates right next to me.
I also love the opportunity
to hear from the judges
to help us improve for the
following competitions.”
Senior Alexis Karsjens
said, “I love it because I get to
spend time with people that
I consider my sisters. We get
to reap the rewards and feel
the heartache together.”

The
dance
team’s
competition season is not
done yet. The Red Raider
Dance Team will compete
in a total of three duels
with other schools in
the Great Plains Athletic
Conference (GPAC). After
these duels, the team will
then compete in the GPAC
competition against all
schools in the GPAC.
The final competition
is
Regionals.
This
competition tests the team
mentally and physically as
they perform the routine
twice for the judges.
“Our small team has
stepped up to the plate
in filling in the roles of
this past year’s graduating
seniors.” said Coach Taylor
Barthman.
“Everyone
has meshed together as a
whole to perform different
skills as a team. It doesn’t
matter who’s the best

PHOTO BY KILEY MEEDER
From left to right, Julia Goodburn and Emily Novak perform during half-time.

turner or the best jumper,
we are just one team.”
The Red Raider Dance

Team’s season comes to an
end at the end of the year
showcase on February 21

at 7:00 p.m. where they will
perform all of their routines
from this year.

Wrestling competes at Missouri Valley Invitational
NW WRESTLING TEAM
FACES TOUGH
COMPETITION
EMMA VAN DRIE

POLITICAL SCIENCE

On Friday and Saturday, Jan.
18-19, the Northwestern wrestling team traveled to Marshall,
MO, to compete in the Missouri
Valley Invitational. This was a
large invitational, with 48 teams
participating, including some
of the top NAIA wrestlers and
teams from across the nation.
The NW team faced some of the
toughest competition of the season so far.
Despite the massive number
of wrestlers and the strong competition, NW picked up some
big wins this weekend. The team

placed 21st out of the 48 teams,
finishing with a total of 38 team
points. Senior Dante Preciado
(149 lbs) finished fourth, and senior Andrew Null (165 lbs) finished fifth at the invitational.
Preciado went 8-2 this weekend and accumulated 83 match
points. He won one match by
tech fall and six others via decision. Null went 5-2, beating three
ranked opponents and winning
the final match by forfeit. He
earned 50 match points and won
one match by tech fall and three
by decision.
Seventeen team points were
earned by Preciado, and 14.5 were
earned by Null. Senior Carter Behler (165 lbs) contributed three
points, sophomore Blake Pomajz
(157 lbs) contributed 2.5 points,
and freshman Sean Heeney (125

lbs) added one point.
“I was proud of the way our
guys performed overall,” head
coach Rik Dahl said. “It was a
D pool tournament and may
have been a little overwhelming
for our younger guys, but the
vets performed well. For Dante
and Drew, it was a chance to see
where they sit on the national
scene, and they took advantage
of the opportunity.”
Pomajzl said, “The Missouri Valley tournament is a good
tournament to help us prep for
the national qualifying tournament and nationals.” He added,
“As a team we can improve a few
small aspects of our wrestling
that could potentially have a
huge impact on our matches for
the rest of the season. Now it’s
time to get back to work in the

PHOTO COURTESY OF NWC ATHLETICS
Dylan Costello prepares for his wrestling match.

practice room and prepare for
the final stretch of the season.”
This Saturday, Jan. 25, the
NW wrestling team will travel to

Mitchell, SD, where they will compete against GPAC schools: Dakota
Wesleyan University, Midland University and Morningside College.

Women’s basketball triumph over St. Mary

RAIDER BASKETBALL PLAYS
WELL AGAINST ST. MARY
FLAMES
JOSHUA STARR
ACCOUNTING

Northwestern’s women’s basketball team delivered a decisive victory
over College of Saint Mary on Monday, Jan. 20 in the Bultman Center,
closing the game with a score of 9959. The game was a welcomed victory
after three consecutive losses for the
women’s team, putting their season record at 12-6 (7-6 in the GPAC).
Junior Sammy Blum played a
key role in securing the win, making
all four of her three-point attempts
in the first half, and scoring another in the final 20 minutes. Blum
totaled a 24-point contribution,
her second best of the season. She
also became the 29th player in pro-

gram history to score 200 points in
a career. Sophomore Devyn Kemble
and freshman Hannah Nerem both
contributed heavily to the win, each
scoring 12 points respectively, while
sophomore Taylor VanderVelde
also added 11 points to NW’s total.
College of Saint Mary opened
the game with a three-point shot
but lost the lead to NW early on as
the Raiders sunk the next 11 points.
NW widened their lead through the
first half and went into the break
with a 51-34 advantage. The Raiders maintained their lead for the
remainder of the game, continuing
to outscore St. Mary throughout the
second half.
NW’s women shot 44% for the
game and 50% from the three-point
line. Notable performances were
made by freshman Maddie Jones,
who matched a career high eight
points and made six out of seven

free throw attempts; senior Brooke
Hunwardsen also secured a career-high six steals, with freshman
Emilee Danner contributing four
steals and five rebounds.
College of Saint Mary shot 41%
for the game and 28% from beyond
the arc. Clare Lewandowski led the
score for St. Mary, sinking 19 points
total. The Flames outrebounded NW
48-35 but committed 37 turnovers
compared to 10 by the Red Raiders.
The game left St. Mary with a 5-15
season record (2-11 in the GPAC).
Head Coach Chris Yaw was
proud of the team’s efforts and said,
“We played with great team energy
and focus. We dictated with our defense and the ladies were very intentional about playing fast offensively.
This was a great team win from how
they pushed and prepared one another in practice to how they played
on Monday.”

PHOTO BY KILEY MEEDER
Devyn Kemble shoots from the free-throw line.
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Northwestern to host conferences
CONFERENCE ON CULTURALLY
RESPONSIVE PRACTICE

Northwestern College will host a workshop titled
“Culturally Responsive Practice: Engaging with the
Latino Population” on Friday, Feb. 7, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. The event will take place in the college’s DeWitt
Theatre Arts Center.
During the workshop, attendees will learn how to
build authentic relationships with the Latino population and how to bring cultural sensitivity, awareness
and responsiveness to both their professional practices and community connections. Individuals who
work in health care, education, social work, ministry
and mental health fields are encouraged to attend.

Dr. Carlos Canales, a licensed clinical psychologist and certified group psychotherapist, will lead
the workshop. Fluent in several therapies, Canales
has worked in multiple counseling centers, inpatient
and outpatient hospitals and community mental
health centers. He has developed an emphasis in the
treatment of Latino clients. Canales is the co-founder of Vida Psychotherapy, a group clinic in West Des
Moines, Iowa, and is president of the Iowa Psychological Foundation.
Registration for the Culturally Responsive Practice
workshop is required by Feb. 3. The $65 registration
fee includes lunch. Continuing education and license
renewal credits are available for educators, nurses,
social workers and mental health professionals. More
information about the workshop and the registration

form can be found at www.nwciowa.edu/journey.
Canales will also speak at NW’s “Juntos” event
for the Latino community on Feb. 7. The free event
will be offered in Spanish only and take place in the
college’s Rowenhorst Student Center from 5 to 7:30
p.m. The evening will include dinner, a presentation
on mental health and trauma by Canales and activities for youth. More information about Juntos can be
found at www.nwciowa.edu/juntos.
The workshop and community night are offered
in partnership by NW’s social work and graduate
and adult learning departments, Orange City Area
Health System, Promise Community Health Center,
Sioux Center Health and Sioux County Community
Health Partners.
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CONFERENCE ON
DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES
Northwestern College will host a new conference,
titled “Involve,” on Tuesday, Feb. 11, from 8:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. The event will take place in the college’s
DeWitt Learning Commons and Ramaker Center.
During the conference, attendees will focus on
how to fully embrace individuals with different
intellectual and developmental disabilities. Attendees will learn how to create patterns of inclusion
in their communities, classrooms, ministries and
direct care services. Educators, school administrators, social workers, church leaders and individuals
who work with differently abled individuals are encouraged to attend.
The conference will include a keynote, seven
breakout sessions, a virtual autism-reality simulation and a resource fair. Attendees will also have the
opportunity to hear from a panel of students and
parents involved with Northwestern NEXT, a two-

year program that offers students with intellectual or
developmental disabilities the opportunity to participate in campus life and learning.
Dr. Benjamin Conner, professor of practical
theology and director of the graduate certificate
in disability and ministry at Western Theological
Seminary, will open the conference with a keynote presentation titled “Disabling Education: A
First Step Toward Universal Design in Learning.”
He will also speak in NW’s chapel service at 11:05
a.m. on Feb. 11.
Prior to working at the seminary, Conner worked
in youth ministry for 20 years, during which he ministered to and with young adults with intellectual
and developmental disabilities. Conner has written
three books, including “Disabling Mission, Enabling
Witness: Exploring Missiology Through the Lens of
Disability Studies”; “Amplifying Our Witness: Giving Voice to Adolescents with Developmental Disabilities”; and “Practicing Witness: A Missional Vision of Christian Practices.”

Snow Duck

Breakout sessions during the conference will focus on universal design in learning, behavior strategies, person-first language, inclusion of persons with
disabilities at church, enhancing service delivery to
individuals with autism and transitions and adult resources. Conner and regional professionals will lead
the sessions.
Registration for the Involve Conference is required by Feb. 10. Attendees can register for the fullday conference for $60, a half-day conference for
$30 or a lunch-and-learn session for $20. Lunch is
included with each registration. Educators can pay
an additional $50 for a license renewal credit. More
information and the registration form can be found
at www.nwciowa.edu/events/involve.
The conference is offered in partnership by the
Northwestern NEXT program and the college’s
campus ministry, education and graduate and adult
learning departments.

